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This thesis is called the crime reconstruction.
	Adapted from a historical context, development of views on this issue, including legislation crime
reconstruction and development of reconstruction of the crime, the notion of the nature and significance
of forensic reconstruction, the concept of crime reconstruction, reconstruction of the essence of the
offense, the importance of reconstruction of the crime; types of forensic reconstruction, as is the
reconstruction of the scene, reconstruction of physical objects, reconstruction of the outer form of a man,
thought reconstruction; function rekonstrukce offense; entities rekonstrukce offense; psychological
assumptions of the reconstruction; tactics rekonstrukce crime, ie crime rekonstrukce preparation, basic
tactical principles and procedures reconstruction of the crime, progress and reconstruction stages of the
offense; documentation and evaluate the results and the reconstruction of the crime; relation to the
reconstruction of a crime other investigative capacity, similarity with the reconstruction of the crime
investigative experiment.
